
WLGA MINUTES
OCTOBER 7 ,2021

Present: Debbie Koon, Nylda Eckhoff, Gwen Cameron, Alice Creamer,
Marian Hansen, Kim Crounse, Carol Keigley, Karen Wirth,
Dotty Hartnett, Margaret Ellis, Tracy Hallen, Vicky Muma

Minutes from September were approved.

Treasurer's Report: Vicky Muma

Currently 107 members, 60 Azalea and 47 Burden players. There is a new
member, Aimee Harwick.  There is a $5,737.84 balance. Mid year balance
sheet is provided and posted in the binder. Year end balance sheet will be
provided.

Member Member: Karen Wirth

Solheim is underway, with 56 members.
There are 36 players/18 teams signed up for the member member, being
held on Nov 5th (cocktail party) and Nov 6th tournament. Sign up on
foretees and an envelope is in the locker room for your checks. Cost is
$50.00
Participants are asked to bring underwear to donate to ACTS. According to
your last name, bring the following: A-F mens, G-M womens, N-Z children.
Please bring cotton briefs for women and mens sizes needed are small and
medium.

Rules:

Last meeting, there was a question about hitting off an incorrect tee box,
the penalty, how to correct and whether one had to correct it if the hole did
not count for the LGA game. Here is clarification regarding that issue.



For the case in which a player hits from the incorrect set of tees, the LGA will continue
to follow the USGA rule.  For stroke play, this can be summarized as follows. If a player
tees off on any hole from the incorrect set of tees, they may at any time prior to teeing
off on the next hole, hit another tee shot from the correct tees incurring a two stroke
penalty on that hole.  If the player fails to hit a tee shot from the correct tees prior to
teeing off on the next hole, they are disqualified.  If the tee shot from the incorrect tees
occurs on their final hole played in the round, and they do not hit another tee shot from
the correct tees prior to turning in their scorecard, they are disqualified.

Here are the exact words from the Rules book.

(2) STROKE PLAY. The player gets the general penalty (two penalty strokes) and must correct the
mistake by playing a ball from inside the teeing area:

The ball played from outside the teeing area is not in play.

That stroke and any more strokes before the mistake is corrected (including strokes made and any
penalty strokes solely from playing that ball) do not count.If the player does not correct the mistake
before making a stroke to begin another hole or, for the final hole of the round, before returning his
or her scorecard, the player is disqualified.

SCORING: Kim Crounse:

In past years the Points subcommittee of the Scoring Committee has tracked who
played each week throughout the year.  No Board member foresees a need for this
information in the future.  To reduce the effort by the individuals in charge of tracking
Points throughout the year, this data will no longer be tracked.  The tracking will be
limited to tracking how many points each player received each week and the total
number of players who played that week.

CSRA: Marian Hansen

There are 2 CSRA events remaining. Tuesday October 19 is a 4 ball at Fort
Gordon. You can play with any CSRA member. Deadline to sign up is
10-10. The year end CSRA tournament is a 3 day event, Nov 8, Nov 9 and
Nov 11. Sign up is by 10-16.



Social: Nylda Eckhoff:

There is a shotgun breakfast Nov 18th. Breakfast is at 8:30, with the buffet
line opening at 8:45, and the general meeting beginning at 9 am. Cost is
$18.53 with juice, coffee, muffins, eggs, bacon, breakfast potatoes and fruit.
The shogun begins at 10:30. The shotgun honors our vets, with 4 vets
hitting our drives on the par 5s. The vets will be our guests at the breakfast.
Sign up on Foretees.

Nylda was thanked for making our shotguns such fun this year.

STATE: Information on the remaining one day state events can be found in
the locker room or their website--wscga.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Carol Keigley commented on what a wonderful event the exchange day
with the Reserve was.

Be aware and understanding that the pro shop may be short staffed with
Ian McSherry's mom being sick and Jay Lucas being gone from Nov-May.

This was the last board meeting of 2021.

Respectively submitted

Dotty Hartnett




